
GUJARAT EARTHQUAKE

The Gujarat earthquake, also known as the Bhuj earthquake, occurred on 26 January, India's 52nd Republic Day, at AM
IST and lasted for over 2.

Coordination Coordination during any relief response plays a crucial role in ensuring that it is effective.
Savlon disinfectant, for example, was distributed as part of hygiene kits. These regions of
earthquake-associated surface water are apparent up to kilometers from the earthquake's epicenter. Relief
workers stationed in the field simply have no idea what material is going to be sent to them, and at what time.
A genuine effort was made to coordinate the numerous NGOs in Gujarat, both among themselves, and with
the government, which provided information regarding the size and population of villages. A temporary Red
Cross hospital remained in Bhuj to provide care while a replacement hospital was built. He was the first victim
of the earthquake that I met. More than 20, cattle were reported killed. Images February 5, Dewatering Effects
from the Gujarat earthquake On January 26, , when India's Republic Day is normally celebrated, a devastating
earthquake hit the state of Gujarat. Better-off households managed to make temporary shelter and food
arrangements, but poorer people were left stranded because they did not get the same benefits as people of
similar economic stature in the rural parts of Kutch. Water bodies tend to be more absorbing in the
near-infrared, and to be brighter in the view acquired by the more sun-facing in this case, the degree forward
camera. It was heartening to see that people all over India and the world responded so quickly and sent
whatever they could, but often the intended beneficiaries had no use for what was sent. These packages
assisted about , families. The communities affected by the earthquake were given the option for complete or
partial relocation to in-situ reconstruction. The leading role in the coordination effort was taken up by Kutch
Navnirman Abhiyan, a grouping of 14 NGOs that first came together during the cyclone. Reuters A woman
stands in front of her destroyed house as she waits for the debris to be cleared in the village of Adhoi in
Gujarat on 5 February  Nearly 8, villages were affected in 21 districts. In Rapar, Bachau and Anjar, the
block-level hospitals, primary health centres and sub-centres were flooded with oral rehydration solution,
cotton wool, bandages and antibiotics. This led to a staggered relief response, which was time-consuming and
costly. The pattern of uplift and subsidence associated with the Rann of Kutch earthquake is consistent with
reactivation of such a fault. The purpose of identifying mistakes is not to criticise the work done, but to learn
from mistakes in order to reach out more effectively to people in need. Many organisations, however, perceive
evaluations as a threat because future funding could be at stake. It would be incorrect to presume that all
families living in a village in rural Gujarat will not have the resources to cope. In order to avoid duplication,
relief organisations exchanged information among themselves regarding items being distributed and areas of
coverage. These effects, referred to as dewatering, can result from intense groundshaking by strong
earthquakes in regions with shallow water tables. It is imperative for implementing agencies as well as donor
organisations to acknowledge the mistakes that are made. Reuters A man leads his donkey and cart through a
street surrounded by earthquake-damaged homes in Bhuj after Gujarat faced an earthquake in January. Towns
are seen as being inhabited by middle-class people, who are not considered as vulnerable as villagers in rural
areas because they have access to resources to cope with the disaster. Changes in reflection at different view
angles and in the near-infrared spectral region assist with the identification of surface water, which appears
here in shades of blue and purple. It measured 6. The idea is that this will afford better delivery of services
next time, with as little waste of time and resources as possible.


